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Abstract—Reinforcement Learning (RL) is one of the most
popular methods for solving complex sequential decision-making
problems. Deep RL needs careful sensing of the environment,
selecting algorithms as well as hyper-parameters via soft agents,
and simultaneously predicting which best actions should be. The
RL computing paradigm is progressively becoming a popular
solution in numerous fields. However, many deployment decisions,
such as security of distributed computing, the defence system of
network communication and algorithms details such as frequency
of batch updating and the number of time steps, are typically not
treated as an integrated system. This makes it difficult to have
appropriate vulnerability management when applying deep RL
in real life problems. For these reasons, we propose a framework
that allows users to focus on the algorithm of reasoning, trust,
and explainability in accordance with human perception, followed
by exploring potential threats, especially adversarial attacks and
countermeasures.

Index Terms—Secure computing, Multi-agents, Deep reinforce-
ment learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Reinforcement learning (RL), as a research paradigm, not
only learns from trial-and-error without prior knowledge of
the environment modelling but also learns a more power-
ful strategy that can deal with dynamic environments [1].
In the simplest case, this means that RL can estimate the
state-transition probabilities of the environment and how the
immediate rewards under the new environment [2]. It also
means that RL has the ability to predict the future response
of the environment under agents’ behaviours (a.k.a action).
Therefore, observing software agents’ behaviours in an RL
system could provide insights into the future environment
through software agents’ self replay. It also helps researchers
to investigate which policy will be the best to fit long-term
goals.

Most popular RL methods that are based on temporal dif-
ference predictions can be categorised as either deterministic
policy methods [3] or policy gradient based methods [4]: a
deterministic policy method offers optimal policies for model
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based scenarios, while a policy gradient method offers a set
of optimal solutions via stochastic gradient based optimisation.
Deep RL combines the deep learning and the reinforcement
learning methods [5], where deep learning tackles the problem
of training artificial neural networks in an effective way such
that it can be leveraged in the deep RL computing paradigm
as a function approximation. Deep RL is one of key advances
in recent advanced algorithm development; however, only a
fraction of real life applications have successful RL case
studies [6]. A fundamental problem remains: how to enable
a secure multi-agent deep RL paradigm? This secure system
should provide a framework to support computer security
foundations such as risk based log analysis, ease of use,
increased resilience, reduced vulnerabilities, and design with
communication networks in mind to provide scalability.

We believe that there exist three key barriers for the
widespread adoption of deep RL: reasoning, trust, and
explainability. These fundamental questions are not sepa-
rate. Together, they form a holistic strategy for applying
the deep RL paradigm to a secure system. So far, solving
these questions simultaneously has not been attempted, owing
to the scale of the problem and depth of understanding of
deep RL on multi-agents scenarios. In this paper we review
threats that potentially exist in canonical distributed learning
environments and multi-agent deep learning systems, followed
by an overview of adversarial attack and countermeasures
are provided. Finally based on our previous works [7]–[9], a
secure system with the three elements of reasoning, trust, and
explainability is proposed to allow the community to make
further progress in building more secure models.

The contribution of this paper is to propose a new frame-
work to provide a secure deep RL computing paradigm for
real life applications. We hypothesize that a best solution of
building secure deep RL framework is to provide a framework
with scalable machine reasoning techniques and explainability
techniques to explain behaviours of those algorithms in accor-
dance with human perception. Our proposed new framework
can effectively cope with the inherent uncertainty and variation
in a dynamic environment with the ability to respond to
adversarial attacks and other threats.978-1-6654-2141-6/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE



II. THREAT ANALYSIS

In this section, we go through threats that may potentially
cause harm to the multi-agent reinforcement learning program-
ming paradigm. We start with the threats that are generated
from distributed learning systems, followed by discussions on
deep RL methods in multi-agent scenarios.

A. Distributed Learning Systems

Different from centralised systems, distributed systems have
a different set of potential problems that threaten the normal
system functions [10]. Use the computer network as an ex-
ample, when nodes communicate with each other, packets are
transmitted and queued throughout the network, which results
in communication delays. Such delays are totally acceptable
in small-size networks; however, when it scales to hundreds or
thousands of nodes, it is inevitably possible that a node will
fail [11]. Another typical severe case is the massive failure
of nodes due to unstable network environments (e.g., the lost
connection of nodes located in a server room due to the failure
of the network) [12], which can easily result in the collapse
of a distributed system.

There have been many theories and algorithms proposed:
for instance, the CAP theorem [13] and the BASE theorem
(i.e., basically available, soft-state, eventually-consistent) [14]
that are related to distributed learning system design and
implementation. In a distributed system, only two of the
three attributes, namely, consistency, availability and partition
tolerance, can be satisfied simultaneously [15]. Among them,
partition tolerance must be satisfied by default. Thus, a balance
must be made between consistency and availability. Satisfying
consistency will sacrifice availability, where the client requests
access to data but the server cannot respond in a timely
manner. The requirement for availability comes at the expense
of consistency, which can lead to inconsistent results when
clients access data from different nodes.

Although less emphasis on availability, there are many
distributed locks targeting to improve the consistency of
distributed systems. A typical example is a key-value store
system named Redis [16]. Even with high consistency, Redis
can still be vulnerable to several threats, such as unauthorized
access, writing to web shell, and key secure login. Among
these, one typical scenario is that client A forgets to release
the lock, which expires and therefore is automatically released;
however, the task is not terminated and client B acquires a
lock, at which point the shared resource is not secure. Another
scenario is that locking and setting timeouts are separate
operations and are not atomic. As a result, if the lock is
successful but the timeout fails, the lock key will not expire, in
which case the number of non-expiring lock keys will increase
and potentially cause Redis to run out of memory space.

B. Multi-agent Deep Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is a learning method that allows
agents to interact with the environment, which performs well
for complex tasks in various applications, such as playing

video games like StarCraft [17], HoK [18], [19], the tradi-
tional board game of Go [20], or cooling data centres [21].
However, the recent International Conference on Learning
Representation (ICLR) revealed that most methods are limited
to single, stationary agents instead of a learning environment
with multi-agents and multi-objective [22], [23]. Under this
assumption, when each agent is motivated by its own rewards
and does actions to advance its local goals, local goals can be
opposed to the interests of other agents, resulting in complex
group decision-making behaviour [24]. For instance, resources
allocations in health and social care systems, such as hospital
beds, care home capacity, and associated resources of doctors,
nurses, social care workers and equipment [25], [26]. These
medical resources should be simultaneously allocated to those
patients who are in need of care, and thus, each entity in this
system has multiple objectives. For example, in an acute care
setting, patients may care about delay related objectives, such
as reducing mortality. In primary care, patients may care about
minimising the expected waiting time for seeing consultants.
In community care, patients may care about the satisfaction of
care receivers. This will be a complex group decision-making
behaviour and will be hard to find a policy for global optimal.

Solving distributed optimisation for multi-agent reinforce-
ment learning is a closely related task of multi-agent networks.
Every agent has a private input, where the interest between
each agent’s private input value may have conflicts. The goal
of the overall agents is to balance these inputs and reach
an agreement that optimises the overall system performance.
Specifically, the goal is to collaboratively arrange the cost
function of every agent and formulate a proper global objec-
tive. The threats from multi-agent optimisation are particularly
related to the perturbation of agent actions and false environ-
ment sensing and failed gradient-based optimisation [27], [28].
In multi-agent deep RL, those treats are particularly hard to
detect since the nature of distribution and stochastic elements
of reward, states or reward-states pair.

Reaching consensus and solving distributed optimisation
is not an easy task and may threats the overall multi-agent
networks. When the agent number is large and agents are dif-
ferent from each other, especially the environment is complex
and dynamic, it will be difficult to reach an agreement on
a value function and thus result in low system performance.
The consensus between agents in multi-agent systems is hard
to reach [29], [30]. However, when using simple consensus
methods, like an average consensus, it is much easier to be
attacked and result in the leaking of privacy.

III. ADVERSARIAL ATTACK

Since software agents are vulnerable to small adversarial
perturbations on the agent’s inputs under the deep reinforce-
ment learning paradigms [31], it is important to overview
adversarial attacks as one of the main threats.

A. Adversarial Attack in Deep Learning

Adversarial attack is a major threat in deep learning methods
that rely on stochastic gradient descent. This attack is able to



fool the machine with some minor and well-designed changes,
which are hard for even humans to detect [32]. This section
introduces these attacks through different attacking paradigms.

1) Classified by Attacking Environment: The most common
adversarial attacks on deep learning algorithms are white-box
attacks, grey-box attacks, and black-box attacks.

A white-box attack refers to when the attacker can access all
information about the network, including model, parameters,
weights, and test input and output. Typical white-box attacks
include FGSM [33], JSMA [34], DeepFool [35], C&W [36],
PGD [37].

Grey-box attacks represent the middle groud of black and
white box attacks. Attackers can access the input and output
of the network and have limited information about the model,
such as the model structure, but have no access to the model
parameters and weights.

Black-box attacks only allows attackers to access the input
and output of the target network. Some typical black-box
attacks include NES [38], ZOO [39], SPSA [40], N-Attack
[41], Boundary [42], Evolutionary [43], which are usually
limited by scalability.

2) Classified by Attacking Targets: Adversarial attacks can
be classified as untargeted attacks and targeted attacks. The
untargeted attack aims to fool neural networks, misleading the
network to make false decisions. The targeted attack, more
than simply fooling the network, has some extra requirements,
which aim to generate a particular false pattern.

3) Typical Attacking Method: Attacking deep learning
mainly focuses on three targets: the gradient, the optimization
process, and the decision.

• Gradient-based Attacks: The gradient-based attack im-
poses certain hardly perceptible perturbations to mislead
the network by maximising the network’s prediction error.
However, the end to end mappings of deep neural net-
works is fairly discontinuous to a significant extent [44].

• Optimisation-based Attacks: Unlike attacks that utilise
the transferability of the substitutes model, the optimised
attack uses a zero-order (derivative-free) optimisation
[39] to directly estimate the gradient of the target DNN
for generating adversarial examples.

• Decision-based Adversarial Attack: This type of attack
works on both a robust decision boundary of the sad-
dle point problem and a decision boundary that simply
separates the benign data points. The decision-based
attack is a one method of attacking based on mainly
hyperparameter tuning [42].

B. Adversarial Attacks in Deep Reinforcement Learning

Most researches focus on adversarial attacks in deep learn-
ing for classification or prediction purposes. Deep RL not
only includes adversarial perturbations on the training stage,
but also the state space, reward, and action spaces. Generally
deep RL can be attacked from five perspectives: observation,
environment, reward, action, and policy.

1) Observation-based Attack: The observation based attack
includes a series of attacks applied to all procedures of obser-
vation. On top of deep learning-based attacks, observation-
based attacks create a proxy environment [45], [46], using
the proxy environment to create attacker modified observa-
tions. Thus, this leads to the malfunctioning of the deep
RL algorithm. Attackers can even input carefully trained
fake observations which lead to a faulty pattern [47]–[49].
Moreover, timing is also important in attacking deep RL.
Researchers have focused on using thresholds to determine
the critical time, action, or environment at which the attack
can be released [47], [48], [50].

2) Reward-based Attack: The reward-based attack tampers
with the action values that the environment gives to the agent.
For example, when some key instance occurs (e.g., identified
by time or space information), changing or flipping the action
values (rewards) of each agent can slow done or even break
the learning process [51]–[53]. The most obvious reward-based
attack is to change the reward to optimise the loss function of
the attack. Besides, these flips and changes can mislead deep
reinforcement learning agents so that they are unable to learn
or act under a mislead paradigm.

3) Environment-based Attack: Similar but different from
the observation-based attack, environment-based attacks focus
only on the environment instead of when and how to observe.
These attacks focus on changing the environment at key steps
to slow down or mislead the learning process. Attackers can
place obstacles at some key points based on reward or gradient
information [54], [55]. There is a more diverse and complex
index to find the key points and paradigms of the changing
environment [56].

4) Action-based Attack: Action-based attackers impose at-
tacks across the action space dimensions. Attackers usually
place noise in the action space and minimise the reward value
during the policy evaluation process of agents [57]. Similar
to the environment-based attack, the action space is separate
from the policy, which can be fatal to deep RL, especially
those combined with time-coherent attacks.

5) Policy-based Attack: The policy-based attack aims to
confuse the policy. Deep RL agents usually learn well in terms
of policy and are able to achieve a high score in the zero-
sum game. However, under the usual training environment,
the learned policy does not apply to all circumstances in the
rule space. When there are other agents who show a valid
move allowed by the rules but do not learn from the agent in
advance, the learned policy may be fooled, resulting in a low
reward [58].

IV. COUNTER MEASUREMENTS

Here we review methods for developing effective counter-
measures for adversarial attacks.

A. Common Defence Methods

1) Adversarial training: Adversarial training is also a
commonly used defence technique in deep RL. It trains the
deep neural network together with attacking samples, which



increases the robustness of the trained network to attacks. One
simple example is adding distribution and noise to the training
sample (agents) for higher robustness [49], [59]. Other than
inputs, adversarial training is also applied based on gradient
[55], where the trained model has a high generalization ability
to defend against similar attacks. Not all the time needs
adversarial training inputs, some works use the greedy method
or significant level of actions to determine if the adversarial
training needs to be applied, and have a similar result with
less adversarial training inputs [60], [61].

2) Robustness training: Robustness training is another
method of defence against adversarial attacks. The robustness
can be represented in adding noise to both environment, action
and reward [62]–[64]. These noises can also be simulated by
adding an additional dummy agent and competing against it
[62], [65]. The additional agent brings a higher level of com-
petition, which increases the capacity of agents’ robustness in
acting on the original environment.

3) Adversarial detection: Adversarial detection techniques
can be used to provide an early warning to adversarial attacks
and trigger defence actions so as to realise the defence. The
detection can be environment-based, policy-based, and action-
based, where the system will evaluate if the current applied
policy [66], action [67] and environment are being attacked.
When that happens, the system will take action, such as
interrupting the learning process, predicting the input [68],
and fixing or changing the policy.

4) Federated learning: Threats from distributed learning
systems that use the deep learning techniques often rely
on leveraging the reduction of raw data process implied by
the federated learning techniques [69]. Federated Learning is
a new framework to address those threats. Basic federated
learning consists in distributing multiple computing units that
form an artificial neural network for completing tasks such as
object detection and recognition in a mobile device, standalone
device and computer server, without exchanging users’ data
samples. Due to this learning paradigm, federated learning can
take advantage of the distributed computing power and data
(with different privacy level) from all end users to obtain a
more powerful model [70].

B. Four Key Procedures

In summary, the mitigation of adversarial attacks has four
key procedures. Preventing failures, detecting attacks, locating
attacks, and mitigating attacks. The previous four counter
measurement methods are used in these procedures.

1) Preventing Failures: Failure prevention can be done
through robustness and adversarial training. More generalized
models can survive in many attacks. Besides, early warning of
weaknesses and early detection of attacks both help to prevent
system failure.

2) Detecting Attacks: The key to the survival of the deep
RL system is the detection of attacks. Accurately reporting
the happening of the attack can help the system to reduce
the effect of the attack. The runtime analysis of attacks, e.g.,
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predicting types, volume, and procedure, helps to mitigate the
attack.

3) Locating Attacks: Knowing the time of attach, which
inputs or decisions belong to the attack, and how these changes
resulted in failure, can help to defend from the current attack
and further build RL systems with higher robustness. The
reasoning behind the failure has an influential impact on how
to mitigate and prevent the attack.

4) Mitigating Attacks: There are several attack mitigation
policies. After locating the attack and understanding the rea-
soning behind the attack, the system can apply the relevant
defence policy. For example, with the observation environment
and reward attack, the system can stop the learning process
or filter out the attacking inputs or learn from selected inputs,
for the policy-based attack, the system can switch to another
pre-trained policy. All these counter measurements can protect
the system from further attacks and push the system back to
normal functioning.

V. EXPLAINABILITY

Explainability is often referred to interpretability, which is
the ability to explain how the optimal solutions are found
through training or searching in problem spaces. In RL, the
explainability can be divided into two dimensions [71], [72]
(Figure 1):

1) When to explain: When information is extracted is
essential to the explainability of the overall multi-agent RL
system [8]. There are two trends, one is to allow the system
to be intrinsically explainable from the training phase [73]
[71]. Specifically, this ensures every step of training (training
data, cost function, rule formulation) is explainable. Although
not directly belonging to the RL system, Decision Tree and
Explainable Artificial Intelligence [74] are two good examples
of training explainability, where the trained model have a
clear structure that can originally provide easy reasoning and
can be understandable to domain experts [75]. The other
trend is to explain the model after the model is trained and
converged, which is also named as post-hoc explainability
[8]. This type of explainability does not need to have the
knowledge of the model [76]. It just learns from the system
input-output and extracts the explainable rules to model the
system behaviour [77].

2) Scope of the explanations: The explanation scope can
be global or local [71]. Local explanation focus on fine-
grained system activities, for example, why an agent does
some specific activities at a certain time [71]. The fine-
grained explanation allows experts to diagnose the system in
a easier way, which helps to do early warning and provide
a more secure system. The global explanations are more
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coarse-grained and usually focused on multi-agent and their
interactive activities and trends. The coarse-grained system
usually lasts for a longer time to better understand the strategy
and how it influences the reward in a broader time period,
which helps to provide a more general understanding of the
system [73].

The first explanation for reinforcement learning by using
temporal database run time mode was published in 2021 [8].
Parrar et al. described the feasibility of using hark query on a
temporal database to provide explainable deep RL (e.g. [9]) for
run-time explanations and post-hoc analyses. This work also
lays the foundation of our proposed secure deep RL computing
paradigm.

VI. A SECURE MULTI-AGENT REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
PROGRAMMING PARADIGM

We hypothesis that a secure multi-agent deep RL computing
paradigm needs support machine reasoning, trust, and explain-
ability. The framework we proposed in below, as shown in
Figure 2, can provide support to defend against malicious
attack and provide capability for a general multi-agent deep
RL systems. There are four components in the framework:
Agent Traces, Machine Reasoning *, Machine Reasoning **
and Explainer and Trust Authentication Interfaces. These will
be described in detail below.

1) Agents’ Traces: Our implementation decouples observa-
tion in the system from agents’ traces. The agent traces will be
extracted as log files and forwarded to the Agent Traces com-
ponent. These logs contain all agent-related information from
its environment input, model parameters, hyperparameters,
actions, rewards, and other sensing data, or even information
from human observers. These collected time series logs files
will be send to a translator component through a authentication
interface (❶ in Figure 2). Based on the different translator
designs, the log file can be self-defined and structured like
JSON, XML, or plain text with key-value pairs. These raw data
will then be processed into a format that can be understood by
the complex event engine for further process in the Machine
Reasoning* component(❷ in Figure 2).
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Fig. 3. Esper systems [78], one of the typical CEP engine.

2) Machine Reasoning*: This component mainly aims to
locate conditions (patterns or events) from the traces of the
translated log files from the Agent Traces component. The
located patterns, events and their associate information will
be sent to the Runtime Model and Temporal Graph Database
(TGDB) in the second stage of Machine Reasoning** com-
ponent. In detail, based on the complex event engine (CEP),
as the first stage of machine reasoning, the event and pattern
will be selected and the reasoning of agent traces selection
will be located. One typical CEP example is the Esper [78].
As shown in Figure 3, Esper is able to realise runtime
correlations location between simple events and the predefined
paradigm from log files of each individual agent trace. Esper
provides streaming analysis, available for Java as well as
for .NET framework [79]. Users will define the outlook and
characteristics of these paradigms based on their tasks and
interests (e.g. what is the characteristic of an agent when it is
stuck somewhere). These can be defined in the Esper EPL and
deployed to the Esper engine. When the Esper engine detects
the event, the system will do the predefined event-triggered
actions (e.g. where, when, and how the agent is stuck) and will
collect the data based on needs and send them to the second
Machine Reasoning** component for further process (❸ to ❹
in Figure 2). Again the interfaces are clients authenticated to
guarantee secure communication.

3) Machine Reasoning**: In this component, the obser-
vations and reasoning (received indexed event data) from
the previous component reasoning* are linked to the system
goals and decisions. This linking task is realised by using
the Eclipse Modeling Framework1 (EMF) [7], which focus on
two directions. The first direction is generalised observation,
which mainly analyses the general system performance over a
long period. The second direction is goal-oriented observation,
which mainly focuses on specific task-related events.

The runtime model based on Java will update the TGDB
and help to create strategies based on a predefined response
paradigm. The updated temporal graph will be auto-generated
and adjusted by the model indexer according to the coming
logs. The updated graph will replace the old one at some
specific time based on needs. The TGBD can help to trace
the log (e.g. changing of model parameters) of each agent and
show the intrinsic relationship between different log parame-

1Eclipse Modeling Framework: https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/

https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/


ters. These will be sent to the final component Explainer via
clients authenticated interfaces (❺ to ❻ in Figure 2) for further
process.

4) Explainer: Obligations of this kind are especially rele-
vant for systems that rely on reinforcement learning since the
reasoning processes of such systems are typically opaque. It is
essential to provide a graphical explanation system that helps
carers and people who need care to understand the operation
and limitations of the high dimension data that is used in soft-
ware, particularly with optimisation problems. The explainer
component is based on temporal difference algorithms read
MQTT message through ❼ to ❽ in Figure 2, in which RL
algorithms to be equipped with the ability to provide human
understandable reasoning including user oriented interface and
high dimension visual analytic techniques.

5) Trust Authentication Interfaces: The most easy way
of adding authentication interfaces is based on assigning an
individual secret key to each user, so that machine reasoning
components can sign off their own downstream data, which
is based on first conceptualized and implemented in 1984
by Shamir [80]. However, those may bring limitations of
privacy with deniable signatures. Enabling regular change of
signature does make, and this method is arguably still the best
lightweight authentication technique. Take the advantage of
the fast computing techniques, those lightweight authentication
methods are still one of the best practical solutions. Those
lightweight authentication brings a level of secured communi-
cation in a general communication network.

VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The classical adversarial attack is only focused on the
threats from the artificial neural networks, with most of
the work focused on supervised learning and unsupervised
learning methods. Deep RL learning is used to generate opti-
mal actions, which depends on consecutively neural network
predictions unlike single predictions at a time in classification
or regression problems. It is essential to look into potential
threats and adversarial attacks to allow research communities
to have a secure system to apply deep RL algorithms into real
life scenarios with safeguarding procedures.

We discussed the adversarial attacks by categorising
them into observation-based attack, reward-based attach,
environment-based attack, action-based attack and policy-
based attack. Most of counter measurements are focusing on
making the RL or deep RL algorithms to learn a robust policy
or alternatively depending on the observation base on image
inputs instead of environment sensing from agents.

Due to the evolution of new attack techniques, the chance
of developing of a inherently robust deep RL algorithms is
challenging. We hypnosis that a best solution of building
defensible deep RL framework is to provide a framework with
scalable machine reasoning techniques and explainability tech-
niques to explain behaviour of those algorithms in accordance
with human perception. In this paper, we propose a framework
of providing secure defense system and discuss the feasibility
of use temporal database to provide safeguarding for deep RL

systems. Despite the vulnerabilities of deep RL methods, it
is possible to build a secure multi-agent deep RL framework
to benefit in robotics, smart city and industry4.0 initiatives.
A decoupled approach with temporal database and advanced
machine reasoning methods could provide techniques to im-
plement necessary surveillance. Our future work will focus on
thoroughly testing our framework using widely popular adver-
sarial attackers, such as Foolbox [81] to evaluate our systems.
Also like traditional standard secure computing systems, we
are planning to develop benchmarks to quantify the robustness
and resilience of those RL and deep RL algorithms.
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